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Abstract. Robot soccer competition provides an excellent opportunity for ro-
botics research. In particular, robot players in a soccer game must perform real-
time visual recognition, navigate in a dynamic field, track moving objects, col-
laborate with teammates, and hit the ball in the correct direction. All these tasks
demand robots that are autonomous (sensing, thinking, and acting as independ-
ent creatures), efficient (functioning under time and resource constraints), coop-
erative (collaborating with each other to accomplish tasks that are beyond indi-
vidual’s capabilities), and intelligent (reasoning and planing actions and perhaps
learning from experience). To build such integrated robots, we should use dif-
ferent approaches from those employed in separate research disciplines. In the
1997 RoboCup competition, the USC/ISI robot team, called Dreamteam, fought
hard and won the world championship in the middle-sized robot league. These
robots all share the same general architecture and basic hardware, but they have
integrated abilities to play different roles (goal-keeper, defender or forward) and
utilize different strategies in their behavior. Our philosophy in building these
robots is to use the least possible sophistication to make them as robust as pos-
sible. This paper describes our experiences during the competition as well as our
new improvements to the team.

1. Introduction

Since individual skills and teamwork are fundamental factors in the performance of a
soccer team, Robocup is an excellent test-bed for integrated robots [RoboCup]. Each
soccer robot (or agent) must have the basic soccer skills— dribbling, shooting, pass-
ing, and recovering the ball from an opponent, and must use these skills to make com-
plex plays according to the team strategy and the current situation on the field. For
example, depending on the role it is playing, an agent must evaluate its position with
respect to its teammates and opponents, and then decide whether to wait for a pass,
run for the ball, cover an opponent’s attack, or go to help a teammate.
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Figure 1: Integrated Soccer Robots

To build agents with soccer-playing capabilities, there are a number of tasks that must
be addressed. First, we must design an architecture to balance the system’s perform-
ance, flexibility and resource consumption (such as power and computing cycles).
This architecture, integrating hardware and software must work in real-time. Second,
we must have a fast and reliable vision system to detect various static and dynamic
objects in the field. Such a system must be easy to adjust to different lighting condi-
tions and color schema (since no two soccer fields are the same, and even in the same
field, conditions may vary with time). Third, we must have an effective and accurate
motor system and must deal with uncertainties (discrepancy between the motor control
signals and the actual movements) in the system. Finally, we must develop a set of
software strategy for robots to play different roles. This can add considerable amount
of flexibility to our robots.

Several previous works have considered these problems. For example, before the
publication of [RoboCup96], layered-controlled robots [Brooks86] and behavior-
based robots [Arbib81 and Arkin87] already began to address the problem of inte-
grated robots. In a 1991 AI Spring symposium, the entire discussion [AISS91] was
centered around integrated cognitive architectures. We will have more detailed discus-
sion on related work later.

Since building integrated robots for soccer competition requires integration of several
distinct research fields, such as robotics, AI, vision, etc., we have to address some of
the problems that have not been attacked before. For example, different from the
small-sized league and most other teams in the middle-sized league, our robots per-
ceive and process all visual images on-board. This will give much higher noise-ratio if
one is not careful about how the pictures are taken. Furthermore, since the environ-
ment is highly dynamic, uncertainties associated with the motor system will vary with
different actions and with the changes of power supply. This posts additional chal-
lenges on real-time reasoning about action than systems that are not integrated as
complete and independent physical entities.
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Our approach to built the robots is to use the least possible sophistication to make
them as robust as possible. It is like teaching a kid to slowly improve his/her ability.
Instead of using sophisticated equipment, programming very complicated algorithms,
we use simple but fairly robust hardware and software (e.g., a vision system without
any edge detection). This proved to be a good approach and showed its strength dur-
ing the competition.

In the following sections of this paper, we will address the above tasks and problems
in detail. The discussion will be organized as descriptions of component in our sys-
tems, with highlights on key issues and challenges. The related work will be discussed
at the end.

2. The System Architecture

Our design philosophy for the system architecture is that we view each robot as a
complete and active physical entity, who can intelligently maneuver and perform in
realistic and challenging surroundings. In order to survive the rapidly changing envi-
ronment in a soccer game each robot must be physically strong, computationally fast,
and behaviorally accurate. Considerable importance is given to an individual robot’s
ability to perform on its own without any off-board resources such as global, birds-eye
view cameras or remote computing processors. Each robot’s behavior must base on its
own sensor data, decision-making software, and eventually communication with
teammates.

Vision
Module

Drive
Controller

Decision Engine

Internal
Model

Manager

Strategy
Planner

Figure 2: The System Architecture

The hardware configuration of our robot is as follows (see examples in Figure 1). The
basis of each robot is a 30x50cm, 4-wheel, 2x4 drive, DC model car. The wheels on
each side can be controlled independently to make the car spin fast and maneuver
easily. The two motors are controlled by the on-board computer through two serial
ports. We designed built the hardware interface between the serial ports and the motor
control circuits on the vehicle. The robot can be controlled to move forward and
backward, and turn left and right. The “eyes” of the robot are commercial digital color
cameras called QuickCam made by Connectix Corp. The images from both cameras
are sent into the on-board computer through a parallel port. The on-board computer is
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an all-in-one 133MHz 586 CPU board extensible to connect various I/O devices.
There are two batteries on board, one for the motor and the other for the computer and
camera.

We upgraded the robots based on our previous experiences from Robocup97. We
replaced the robot drivers with faster and more reliable drivers. Each single board
computer has equipped with 8MB flash disk that holds the minimum Linux kernel and
the robots executable program. The flash disk provides automatic boot-up capability
that is necessary in case of a sudden power failure. The flash disk is connected
through PC104 extension that gives us further flexibility in adding new hardware to
our robots, such as a second camera.

The software architecture of our robot is illustrated in Figure 2. The three main soft-
ware components of a robot agent are the vision module, the decision engine, and the
drive controller. The task of the vision module is to drive the camera to take pictures,
and to extract information from the current picture. Such information contains an
object’s type, direction, and distance. This information is then processed by the deci-
sion engine, which is composed of two processing units - the internal model manager
and the strategy planner. The model manager takes the vision module’s output and
maintains an internal representation of the key objects in the soccer field. The strategy
planner combines the internal model with its own strategy knowledge, and decides the
robot’s next action. Once the action has been decided, a command is sent to the drive
controller which properly executes the action. Notice that in this architecture, the
functionality is designed in a modular way, so that we can easily add new software or
hardware to extend its working capabilities. Our design is mainly driven by two fac-
tors: feasibility and robustness.

3. The Vision Module

Human vision is fundamental in playing real soccer, and so is computer vision for
robotic soccer agents: to develop a useful strategy in the field, robots have to deter-
mine the direction and distance of objects in the visual field. These objects include
the ball, the goals, other players, and the lines in the field (sidelines, end of field, and
penalty area). All this information is extracted from images of 658x496 RGB pixels,
received from the two on-board cameras (front and back) via a set of basic routines
from a free package called CQCAM, provided by Patrick Reynolds from the Univer-
sity of Virginia. The two color digital cameras are fitted with wide-angle lenses for
extended field of view coverage (Figure 3).

Due to the very limited on-board computing resources in an integrated robot, it is a
challenge to design and implement a vision system that is fast and reliable. To achieve
a fast processing of visual information, we incorporate two main strategies to our
system. First, we take pictures with our “frontal” (with respect to the robot’s current
direction) camera, and only resort to getting images from the back camera if the object
being searched cannot be detected in the front image. Second, we use a sample-based
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Figure 3: Robot Field of Vision

method that can quickly focus attention on certain objects. Depending on the object
that needs to be identified, this method will automatically select certain number of
rows or columns in an area of the frame where the object is most likely to be located.
For example, to search for a ball in a frame, this method will selectively search only a
few horizontal rows in the lower part of the frame. If some of these rows contain seg-
ments that are red (the color of the ball), then the program will report the existence of
the ball. Domain knowledge about soccer is useful here to determine where and how
the sample pixels should be searched: for example, since the ball is often on the floor,
only the lower part of the image needs to be searched when we are looking for the
ball. Using this strategy, the speed to reliably detect and identify relevant objects is
greatly improved.

To increase the reliability of object recognition, two additional real time checks are
embedded in the vision system. One is the conversion of RGB to HSV, and the other
is “neighborhood checking” to determine the color of pixels. The reason we convert
RGB to HSV is that HSV is much more stable to identify colors than RGB in variable
light conditions. Neighborhood checking is an effective way to deal with noisy pixels
when determining colors. The basic idea is that pixels are not examined individually
for their colors, but rather grouped together into segment windows and using a major-
ity-vote scheme to determine the color of a window. For example, if the window size
for red is 5 and the voting threshold is 3/5, then a line segment of “rrgrr” (where r is
red and g is not red) will still be judged as red.

Object’s direction and distance are calculated based on their relative position and size
in the image. This is possible because the size of ball, goal, wall and others are known
to the robot at the outset. Furthermore, our vision system compensates for peripheral
object shape and size distortion (this is caused by the inherent fisheye distortion of the
wide-angle lenses on our cameras), so object information can be extracted from an
effective field of view of 150 degrees. Also, position information can be used to de-
tect object motion by comparing an object’s position in two consecutive image frames.
To make this vision approach more easily adjustable when the environment is

165 degrees 165 degrees

Cameras

Robot Field of Vision

Robot
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changed, we have kept the parameters for all objects in a table, in a separate file. This
table contains the values of camera parameters such as brightness and contrast, as well
as window size, voting threshold, average HSV values, and search fashion (direction,
steps, and area). When the environment is changed, only this file needs to be changed
and the vision program will function properly. We are currently working on a pa-
rameter learning algorithm to automatically determine the values for each object in a
new environment.

Vision modules such as the one described here also face problems that are unique for
integrated robots. For example, images will have much higher noise-ratio if the robot
is not careful about when and how the pictures are taken. It took us quite a long time
to realize this problem. At first, we were very puzzled by the fact that although the
vision system is tested well statically, our robot would sometimes behave very
strangely as if it is blind. After many trials and errors, we noticed that pictures that are
taken while the robot is still moving have very low quality. Such pictures are not use-
ful at all in decision-making. Since then, special care has been given to the entire
software system; furthermore, the robot takes pictures only when it is not moving.

4. Drive Controller

As specified in the system architecture, the drive controller takes commands from the
decision engine, and sends the control signals to the two motors in parallel via two
serial ports and a special-purpose hardware interface board. The interface provides a
bridge between the two systems (the computer and the robot body) that have different
power supplies.

Since the two motors (one for each side of the robot) can be controlled separately, the
robot can respond to a large set of flexible commands. The basic ones include turning
left and right, moving forward and backward. Others include making a big circle in the
forward-left, forward-right, back-left and back-right direction. This is done by giving
different amounts of drive force to the different sides. In the competition, however, we
only used the basic actions for reliability reasons.

One challenge for building this simple drive controller is how to make the measured
movements, such as moving forward 10 inches or turning left 35 degree. We solve this
problem first by building a software mapping from the measurements of movement to
the time duration of the motor running. For example, a command turning left for 30
degree would be translated by this mapping to forwarding the right-motor and back-
warding the left-motor for 300ms. This solution works well when all components in
the system, especially the batteries, are in perfect condition and floor material is good
for wheel movement. But the accuracy of this open-loop control “deteriorates” when
the power decreases or as the environment changes. Once this happens, the whole
robot will behave strangely because the motor movements are no longer agreeing with
the control signals.
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To solve this problem, we have made all motor controls closed-loop in the entire sys-
tem. Instead of saying “turning 75 degree,” we also specify the termination criteria for
such a turn command. For example, if the purpose of this turning is to find a goal, then
the program will repeat issue smaller turnings until the goal is found. With these
closed-loop control commands the reliability of motor control has increased consid-
erably and become more robust with respect to power fluctuation. This approach
proved robust during the competition

5. The Decision Engine

Our model-driven integrated robot architecture is based on the existing theories of
autonomous agents (see for example [ShenBook]). The model-driven principle has
guided our design and implementation of the brain of our robots, namely the Decision
Engine. Compared to other model-less and pure-reactive approaches, our approach
could in principle demonstrate more intelligent behaviors without sacrificing the abil-
ity to quickly react to different situations.

As one can see in Figure 2, the Decision Engine receives input from the vision module
and sends move commands to the drive controller. The decision engine bases its deci-
sions on a combination of the received sensor input, the agent’s internal model of its
environment, and knowledge about the agent’s strategies and goals. The agent’s in-
ternal model and strategies are influenced by the role the agent plays on the soccer
field. There are three types of agent roles or playing positions: goal-keeper, defender,
and forward. The team strategy is distributed into the role strategies of each individ-
ual agent. Depending on the role type, an agent can be more concerned about a par-
ticular area or object on the soccer field, e.g. a goal keeper is more concerned about
its own goal, while the forward is interested in the opponent’s goal. These differences
are encoded into the two modules that deal with the internal model and the agent’s
strategies.

The decision engine consists of two sub-modules: the internal model manager and the
strategy planner. These sub-modules communicate with each other to formulate the
best decision for the agent’s next action. The model manager converts the vision
module’s output into a “map” of the agent’s current environment, as well as generating
a set of object movement predictions. It calculates the salient features in the field and
then communicates them to the strategy planner. To calculate the best action, the strat-
egy planner uses both the information from the model manager and the strategy
knowledge that it has about the agent’s role on the field. It then sends this information
to the drive controller and back to the model manager, so that the internal model can
be properly updated.
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5.1 Model Manager

For robots to know about their environment and themselves, the model manager uses
the information detected by the vision module to construct or update an internal
model. This model contains a map of the soccer field and location vectors for nearby
objects.

A location vector consists of four basic elements; distance and direction to the object
and the change in distance and direction for the object. The changes in distance and
direction are used to predict a dynamic object’s movement; these are irrelevant for
objects that are static. Depending on the role a robot is playing, the model manager
actively calls the vision module to get the information that is important to the robot
and updates the internal model. For example, if the robot is playing goal keeper, then
it needs to know constantly about the ball, the goal, and its current location relative to
the goal.

An internal model is necessary for several reasons. First, since a robot can see only
the objects within its current visual frame, a model is needed to keep information that
is perceived previously. For example, a forward robot may not able to see the goal all
the time. But when it sees the ball, it must decide quickly in which direction to kick.
The information in the model can facilitate such decision readily. Second, the internal
model adds robustness for a robot. If the camera fails for a few cycles (e.g. due to a hit
or being blocked, etc.), the robot can still operate using its internal model of the envi-
ronment. Third, the model is necessary for predicting the environment. For example, a
robot needs to predict the movement of the ball in order to intercept it. This prediction
can be computed by comparing the ball’s current direction with its previous one.
Fourth, the internal model can be used to provide feedback to the strategy planner to
enhance and correct its actions. For example, in order to perform a turn-to-find-the-
ball using the closed-loop control discussed above, the internal model provides the
determination criteria to be checked with the current visual information.

5.2 Strategy Planner

In order to play a successfully soccer game, each robot must react appropriately to
different situations in the field. This is accomplished by the strategy planner, which
resides as a part of the decision engine on each robot. Internally, a situation is repre-
sented as a vector of visual clues such as the relative direction and distance to the ball,
goals, and other players. A strategy is then a set of mappings from situations to ac-
tions. For example, if a forward player is facing the opponent’s goal and sees the ball,
then there is a mapping to tell it to perform the kick action.

For our robots, there are five basic actions: forward, backward, stop, turn-left and
turn-right. These actions can be composed to form macro actions such as kick, line-up,
intercept, homing, and detour. For example, a detour action is basically a sequence of
actions to turn away from the ball, move forward to pass the ball, turn back to find the
ball again, and then forward to push the ball. These compound actions represent a
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form of simple planning. This simple reasoning and planning of actions is very effec-
tive to create an illusion that the robots are “intelligent.”

5.3 Role Specifications

There are five roles that a robot can play for its team: left-forward, right-forward, left-
defender, right- defender, and goal-keeper. Each role is actually implemented as a set
of mappings from situations to actions, as described above. Each role has its own
territory or zone and a home position. For example, the left-forward has the territory
of the left-forward quarter of the field, and its home position is near the center line and
roughly 1.5 meter from the left board line. Similarly, the left-defender is in charge of
the left-back quarter of the field and its home position is at the left front of the base
goal. The mappings for each role, that is forward, defender, and goal-keeper, are de-
fined briefly as follows:

5.3.1 Forward
The strategy for the forward role is relatively simple compared to the defense. Its task
is to push the ball towards the opponent’s goal whenever possible. A forward must
look for the ball, decide which direction to kick when the ball is found, and perform
the kick or detour action appropriately. This strategy proved to be fast and effective in
the competition.

5.3.2 Defender
The defender’s strategy is very similar to that of the forward, except that the distance
to the opponent goal is substantially larger compared to the position of the forward.
Similar to the goal keeper, it tries to position itself between the ball and its own goal.
The most difficult action for a defender is to reliably come back to its position after it
chases the ball away.

5.3.3 Goal Keeper
The goal-keeper is the most complex role to play for humans as wells as robots. We
have concentrated most of our effort on improving the goal-keeper by adding new
sensors (a second camera) and developing a decision-making framework. The frame-
work for the goal-keeper is to model many of its tasks as a tree of decision-making
steps. We want to show that many tasks can be naturally modeled as an effort not to
decide about a situation or postpone the decision for later stages. But in some cases
there is an extremely need to make the decision quickly. The main idea is that decision
support can maximally influence a decision if it is delivered at the time when the agent
needs it most. An agent should make the decision as efficient as possible. How ever
the question is when to make the decision to move?

In our particular example the question is: when should the goal-keeper move for the
ball and which direction? A simple overview on the Robocup97 competition shows
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there was only 1 or 2 goals saved by the goal keepers of all teams. However, there
were only 9 goals made by attackers. This observation shows although there were not
many attacks during competition, goal-keepers missed most of the them. The main
problem in this environment is the uncertainty about the ball position and about the
internal model of each robot that tries to predict the next position of the ball and make
the best decision.

Active / Passive

An agent in general and a soccer player in particular could be viewed as a passive
agent or active agent. By passive behavior for a soccer player we mean an agent that
remains in its position and does not make decisions to move most of the time. We may
call this a conservative approach. The reliability of the sensed information could
change the level of activity. An agent prefers to stay in the same position if it can not
rely on the vision, as the error of any action is equal or greater than its current posi-
tion. Active behavior implies that agent can predict the next state of the ball (or envi-
ronment) and tries to go to the best position in the next state. In this approach the
probability of error increase especially if the input data comes with the noise.

Essentially, the goal keeper flip between two types of states -- known states in which
the goal keeper knows about its position and unknown states in which the goal keeper
has lost its position. In each state agent tries to gets back to the known state which it
might have several sub-states. The transition from a known state to an un-known state
is an important issue, which we would like to address in our current research.

Goal keeper Optimization

In this section we attempt to simplify the goal keeper behavior in a way that we can
build a simple model for this agent. Figure 4 shows the goal-keeper in its normal po-
sition. We may define the following probabilities:

P (center) = β ball approaches the goal from the center of the field

P (side) = α1 ball approaches the goal from the right side of the field

P (side) = α2 ball approaches the goal from the left side of the field

If we consider an uniform distribution for both side of the field:

α1 = α2 = α

We may also consider the following probability for agent behavior:

P (g) Get to a certain position

P (i) The probability of the truth of sensed information

P (r) Probability of return to the normal position after a given action
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A goal keeper’s action is a combination of Action + Return. Hence to optimize the
goal keeper’s action to be as accurate as possible we will have:

P (Save) = ( ) ( )� ×
field

BallPsaveP =

P (save in side) P (side) + P (save in center) P (center)

In which P (Save) could be calculated form the P (g), p (I) and P (r).

If P (center) >> P (side) means goal keeper prefers to stay in the center and do not
any movement, and

If P (center) << P (side) means goal keeper may save more ball if goal keeper moves
to the sides for the ball.

A simple observation from the Robocup97 competition shows that the P (center) <<
P (side), which supports the idea of an active agent rather than a passive agent. The
whole idea of goal keeper optimization is to minimize the Error of the goal keeper
behavior which may compute of the following:

�� −=
fieldfield

misssaveGolaieError )(

Figure 4: GoalKeeper Optimization

To address all above issues the Dream Team goal-keeper uses two cameras, one in the
front and one in the back. The goal-keeper uses the back camera mostly to adjust its
position the center of the goal and to find the original position. The front camera,
which is equipped with a wide-angle lens, is the critical sensor for saving a ball. How-
ever as the back camera also is also equipped with a similar lens it can see the ball in
the corner of the field. The power of new vision system, which gives the robots about
320 degrees of view, helps the goal keeper to switch to an active mode rather than
being in a passive mode.

αααα

ββββ

αααα

Goal keeper
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6. Related Work

Our current approach follows an earlier, integrated system called LIVE [Shen91] for
prediction, learning, planning and action, and a theory of autonomous learning in
general [Shen94]. This work also shares ideas with much architecture in [AISS91] that
integrate planning and reacting for mobile robots, as well as recent progress in Agent
research such as [GR97]. In our current model, however, a robot uses the internal
model and the closed-loop control to guide its actions based on visual feedback. Our
earlier work includes a silver medal winner robot called YODA in the 1996 AAAI
Robot competition [YODA97].

Our approach is also closely related to Arkin’s behavior-based robots [Arkin87]. They
differ, however, in the fact that a soccer team is inherently a multi-agent problem. Our
current approach is to collaborate without any explicit communication. This is possi-
ble because each robot’s internal model is kept consistent with the environment and
the models of its teammates.

Finally, although most of this work is experimental, the team’s performance during the
competition indeed demonstrated the merits of this approach. The Dreamteam has
scored 8 out of the 9 goals made in the entire middle-sized RoboCup tournament (in-
cluding the 2 goals against our own, as we described earlier). At the current stage, it
seems the most effective approach for soccer robots is to build integrated robots using
the least-sophistication to achieve the most robustness.

7. Future Work and Conclusions

In building integrated robots that are autonomous, efficient, collaborative, and intelli-
gent, we have demonstrated a simple but effective approach. This is, however, not the
end of the story. In the future, we will continue following our design strategy but im-
proving our robots to make them truly integrated. We plan to add communication and
passing capacities to increase their ability to collaborate, provide better sensors to
increase awareness, and allow them to learn from their own experience.
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